
Evaluation Question 1
‘In what ways does your media product use, develop or challenge forms 

and conventions of real media products?’
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Professional Music Video Analysis My Music Video

Lighting/ColourThe Amazons- In My Mind

Throughout my research looking into the 
indie rock genre, I have noticed that it is 
highly conventional to use spot lighting and 
it is often placed behind the band instead of 
facing onto the band. This is because it 
creates a darker image, gives a glare onto 
the camera and turns the band in front of the 
light into more of a silhouette shape. As you 
can see from the professional music video 
by The Amazons, ‘In my Mind’ they have 
used two above head height lamps behind 
them to give the video a contrasting 

effect in terms of exposure. The band are underexposed and the light creates the overexposed harsh light. We have the same idea in our music 
video where the lighting is from behind but we wanted to develop that idea by using a car lights, enhancing a eerie and ‘garage’ feel to the 
setting. It is very conventional for indie rock music videos to include everyday lighting to go with their empty, basement orientated locations. This 
suggesting the idea that their music videos are based off a low budget. The lighting is very simple and does not move throughout the music 
video, In The amazon’s music video the colours are very dulled and muted this is so the audience can really focus in on the music and the 
emotions being shown. We challenged the colours, as you can see in the screenshot of the right of the page, the band members are all wearing 
more patterned and brighter clothing as we felt this was a good way to help them to stand out from the background, be original and authentic to 
match the typical conventions of the genre. However we developed the professional video by changing the overall colours of the music video 
through the use of brighter and better lit shots, this in turn helped the audience to see the band and their facial expressions a lot more clearly. We 
changed the more muted purple colour to a more yellow and green tint to change the overall feeling of the video from the romance orientated feel 
in ‘In my Mind’ to a fresher and more open minded feel in our music video ‘7’.



Professional Music Video Analysis My Music Video

Themes/ NarrativeCatfish & the Bottlemen- Cocoon
I noticed clear running themes in the indie 
rock genre which includes, relationships 
to heartbreaks, isolation, neglect and 
loneliness. As you can see in Catfish & 
the Bottlemen’s music video of the song 
‘Cocoon’ there is a typical teen 
relationship between a boy and girl 
however a heartbreak approaches. We 
wanted to develop this idea in our music 
video ‘7’ by Catfish & the Bottlemen 
because we did not want the everyday

relationship and breakup or heartbreak. We decided to base the 
overall narrative on a group of friends that also happened to be 
the band members in the performance to show the audience their 
friendship and relationship between one and another outside of 
their extraordinary lives. Until they do not want Sades, our star 
image, in the band with them anymore. This suggesting our own 
connotation of a heartbreak in a different way.  We then decided 
to create Sades into a different, more vulnerable character from 
his confident and alternative self. ‘Cocoon’ suggests the less 
conventional heartbreak story as the couple do not actually break 
up, the boy gets sent to hospital, this was their way of showing 
heartbreak, likewise we wanted to show a different approach.



Professional Music Video Analysis My Music Video

Camera
Catfish & the Bottlemen- Twice The use of camera in the indie rock genre is highly 

noted as being energetic and packed full paced 
movement shots. I noticed in Catfish & the Bottlemen’s 
song ‘Twice’ almost every shot includes movement. This 
brings a high tense and pulsing effect to the music 
video. However we really challenged this idea by 
including a lot less movement shots in our music video 
of ‘7’. We wanted to collect more interesting steady 
camera shots as we felt the song was a lot more slow 
paced than videos like ‘Twice’. We recorded the shots 
thinking more about the emotions and feelings that the 
music brings onto the audience. However we did include 
movement Shots where we felt  it was necessary. 

We used a wide variety of camera angles and ways to show depth of field 
throughout the music video for example the screenshot bottom right of 
this page. This is shown throughout many indie rock music videos to 
emphasise the loneliness and isolation of a heartbreak, to help the 
audience really connect with the actor in the video. We also used many 
long shots throughout the video to really hang onto the idea of the 
heartbreak and the feelings shown from Sades’ appearance and actions. 
This style of camera work is prominent in all indie rock narratives and 
performances. 



Professional Music Video Analysis My Music Video

Inspiration from other 
media texts

The 1975 - Settle Down

I wanted to take inspiration from a well known 
indie rock band, The 1975 as I really liked the 
idea of someone on their own at the beach to 
connote the idea of loneliness and isolation to 
the maximum which is highly recognised as the 
themes of indie rock music videos. I really liked 
the placement of the camera in this shot of 
‘Settle Down’ due to the low, wide angle focusing 
on the sand to make the beach look even bigger 
than it really is. So I decided to use this idea in 
‘7’ by riding down the beach on a landboard 
following Sades to create a interesting 
movement shot.
However I wanted to develop this idea of the 
person cycling on the beach and turn it into our 
star image running away from reality. This 
allowing us to help the narrative to come 
together and be successful. I also wanted to 
change the colourings of the shot from a more 
grey tone to brighter, blues and more exposure 
on the shot this allowing the audience to pinpoint 
the star image more clearly and carry out the 
more conventional richer colours of a indie rock 
video.



Professional Music Video Analysis My Music Video

Star ImageCatfish & the Bottlemen- Soundcheck
The indie rock genre is known for the alternative 
and original star image where each band 
member is recognised for their individuality in 
terms of their appearance and overall persona. 
These artists are known for being ordinary 
everyday people with a extraordinary side to 
them. For example we have portrayed our star 
image as an ordinary teen boy losing a 
friendship between his extraordinary band 
members. You are able to see the star images 
extraordinary side through his use of clothing 
and messy hair, this is highly conventional of 
the indie rock genre. As you can see in the 
‘Soundcheck’ music video, the main star breaks 
the fourth wall many times throughout the 
performance, we went along and used this idea 
in our own music video as we wanted the 
audience to connect to our star in a deep and 
meaningful way. Throughout my research I 
noticed that this was also conventional in many 
indie rock videos as their lyrics are commonly to 
do with emotion and contain a lot of feelings 
that are present in the stars eyes. 



Professional Music Video Analysis My Music Video

Mise-en-scene
The Neighbourhood- Sweater 

Weather
As our genre was indie rock we really wanted to look into what 
is typically worn by the band members. So we developed the 
idea of wearing a patterned t shirt with a leather jacket shown 
in ‘Sweater Weather’ by The Neighbourhood and changed the 
members into wearing more original clothing for example the 
denim jacket and cap shown to the right in the screenshot. 
However we made sure our actors were also wearing the key 
conventional clothing for example the tight skinny black jeans, 
boots and scruffy hair. 
We also wanted to use the key blue prints of a indie rock music 
video. So to do this we recorded each of the 

shoots in everyday ordinary situations. We were inspired by 
the use of the old fashioned car in the video ‘Sweater 
Weather’ and adapted it to make our own version in ‘7’. I 
noticed that it was common to have vintage style props in 
indie rock videos as it adds to their quirkiness, originality 
and low budgets. I feel this shot of the band in the car helps 
to show how close friends they are and the ways they get 
along outside of their extraordinary performer lifestyle. I 
also took on the idea of having this part of the video in 
monochrome as it took away any colour distractions from 
the surroundings allowing the audience to focus on the 
main aspect of the video, for example the car in this 
screenshot to the right.



Professional Music Video Analysis My Music Video

SettingCatfish and the Bottlemen- Soundcheck
After researching Indie Rock music videos like 
‘Soundcheck’ by Catfish & the Bottlemen it was 
clear to me that the main majority of professional 
videos of the same genre have their 
performance based in a run down empty 
building. This really suggests the idea that their 
video was based on a lower budget and they like 
the idea of being different to many other genres 
so they stick out and are recognisable to the 
target audience. I took the idea from 
‘Soundcheck’ and developed the idea of the 
performance being based in 

what looks to be a rundown empty room and changed our 
setting to be based in a underground carpark. This gives 
the effect that the band have simply parked their car, left 
the engine running and set up their band equipment. This 
really emphasizes the bands recognition for their laidback, 
casual appearance. For the narrative we wanted to capture 
the conventional everyday situation, to portray the bands 
ordinary lifestyle so we developed The Neighbourhoods 
idea in ‘Sweater Weather’ by including a casual day with 
friends socialising however we wanted to use a more 
interesting location so we captured the band at a treehouse 
to add to the quirky, original appearance to all indie rock 
videos.

The Neighbourhood-
 Sweater Weather



Professional Music Video Analysis My Music Video

EditingCatfish & the Bottlemen- Cocoon

It is typical for indie rock music videos to include extremely fast 
paced editing to keep up to the beat of the song lyrics and music. 
As you can see from the screenshots of Catfish & the Bottlemen’s 
song ‘Cocoon’ there is a wide variety of shots in terms of their 
editing. From long shots to close ups in a short period of time. We 
decided to really enhance the idea of quick paced editing by 
flicking between two shots shown to the right of the page. This 
helps the audience to see the difference in time frames over a 
short period, keeping in time with the quick beats of music. 

Throughout my research I noticed that it was a 
clear convention to use monochrome colouring 
once editing the music video, this is the reason 
as to why some of our video is in black in 
white. However we wanted to challenge this by 
having the main majority of the video in colour 
as we wanted to give the audience a really 
easy understanding that the narrative with the 
group was from a time ago compared to the 
narrative shots with just Sades. I feel this has 
worked well as we have made our own take on 
the indie rock genre music videos.   


